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Weight loss can be a struggle for many. Here are some
expert tips on why your plan may not be working

You run at least three times a week, have banished white rice from your plate and
cut back on desserts , but the numbers on the scales are not shifting. Here Jaclyn
Reutens, clinical dietician and founder of Singapore's APTIMA Nutrition & Sports
Consultants answers questions on why your weight loss plan may not be working.

Q. Why can't I lose weight quickly, even though I am on a no-carb diet?

A: Miraculous weight loss stories may be misleading, says Reutens. "When people
hear the word, 'diet', they think it's a restriction of a lot of foods, so they end up
eating too little or too much carbohydrate or protein and their proportions are all
wrong. But a diet is a healthy attitude towards food."

Carbohydrates have been vili駸羫ed as a factor in weight gain but Reutens says that
it's important to consume them. "Your body needs the glucose from carbohydrates
for energy. Carbohydrates make you feel satis駸羫ed and full so you don't eat too
much later on or start snacking."

Choose wholegrains more often than re駸羫ned grains; replacing at least 20% of your
white rice with brown rice, or choosing wholemeal bread over white bread . 

Q: Which foods are bad and how should I avoid them?

A: "There is no one food that is bad. If you can't control the quality of your food,
you can control how much you put in your mouth," reasons Reutens. "By the same
token, too much of a good food can be bad for you. For example, olive oil is good
for your heart but too much of it can make you put on weight, too." 

Eating the right balance and quantity of food  key to a good meal plan.

Q: I'm exercising so can I eat more and still lose weight?
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A: The amount of food on your plate should not grow just because you have burnt
calories o術썾 with exercise. "Exercise does not give you license to eat more," warns
Reutens. "People tend to overestimate the amount of calories burnt and
underestimate the amount of calories they eat."

She cites national servicemen as a prime example of how a reliance on exercise
and underestimation of healthy eating habits can be counter-productive.
"Overweight servicemen may lose weight during their four months of basic military,
but you see many of them gaining it all back (and more) 駸羫ve years later," recounts
Reutens. "No one taught them how to eat carefully and they stop exercising after
their service yet their food intake is the same."

Q: We often read about celebrities shifting a large amount of weight in a
week; how can I do the same?

A: Integral to a successful weight loss plan is that there is no one-size-駸羫ts-all model.
Just because a celebrity has lost weight for a movie role through a protein-heavy
meal plan, does not mean it is healthy or it will be as e術썾ective for you.

"Losing two to four kilograms a month from a combination of a good diet and
some form of exercise is what it means to have a healthy weight loss," says
Reutens.

Results may also show up di術썾erently from person to person. "Someone who is 20
kilograms overweight may not be able to tell when they lose the 駸羫rst three
kilograms, but the person who has only ten kilograms to lose will look and feel very
di術썾erent," says Reutens. "It needs to be put into perspective."

Q: My friend lost weight on a brown rice diet, but I can't stand the taste –
what can I eat instead?

A: Having things in perspective also means customising your plan to your
preferences, body and lifestyle to make it more sustainable. If you do not favour
brown rice, you do not have to force yourself to consume bowls of it every day just
because it is nutritious. Try having it in place of white rice just twice a week as a
start. Starting with small changes helps create healthy habits over time.

"No one is doomed to be overweight," says Reutens. "Genetics only has a 20
percent role in your health and 80 percent is about lifestyle. Your weight is 80
percent diet and 20 percent exercise. You are what you eat and even if you don't
have time to exercise, you still have to eat — so make sure you eat correctly."
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